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You Need a Broken Heart 
 
 You need a broken Heart... to Be Truly Here, on earth. As long as your Heart is only 
One,1 you cannot Understand this world of form, of Duality. To Be Whole, to Wholly and 
Truly Realize You Are Whole, to Understand your Being Here in and as Body, you Need to 
Realize not only (the relatively simply to Be Realized State of) Oneness but also the 
Inherently Painful Duality. Your One Heart – as Which you begin – needs to break into Two. 
Two Hearts – Embedded in the One (and one being the one escaping and looking for the One) 
– will Show You the True One, That is Oneness of Oneness and Duality. Oneness is not 
enough. It is (in Itself Ruthless) Love that Grants you (Always Already) your Broken Heart. If 
you Honestly Follow Love, till the end, if you try to give Form on earth to the Pure Love 
‘Inside’, your Heart will Break, don’t worry about that. Just be and stay Honest, Sincere. Just 
seriously Go for the Love that you (Somewhere) Feel is Natural to Allow, to Guide through 
the Body, to Live and to Give. Don’t flee into spirituality to not have to Feel your Heart being 
Broken. Be Love, Be Broken. 
 In truly vulnerably associating with Woman(’s world), with Her Duality, the Heart 
will be Cut in Two. Divine Justice. Letting the Heart Be Broken is about binding the Heart to 
the world of form – practically speaking this means usually binding to one or more human 
beings – and Feeling Consciously the Pain when the Unity of Heart has been or seems broken 
for whatever reason but related to the form-world with its own Laws. 
 It’s maybe obvious that this indispensable breaking can’t happen without first not only 
‘chaining’ the Heart, attaching it, but also fully giving It without reserve. And then Living the 
frustration about the non-reception of It, about the Separation seemingly ruling on earth. 
Without tears no Heart has ever been Broken, no Heart ever Realized Its Oneness on the 
earthly plane. 
 A Heart Broken on (and by) earth makes you Conscious on earth, makes 
Consciousness rooted in the earth, in Unconsciousness – at least if the One Heart is not 
forgotten, still There ‘as well’. This is not an unimportant addition. Most people’s Heart is 
broken soon after they come on earth, but unconsciously. And thus the One Heart is forgotten. 
The True Process cannot even start yet. It is rather the search for finding back the One that 
starts at a certain moment, but in fact already from the point where It was ‘lost’. Often this 
takes on the deluding form of finding back the One by looking for and being with a partner 
who would complete you, but there are endless ways for this, in the spiritual spheres as well 
as in the ‘normal’ world. If, exceptionally, the One is Found back, still now this One Heart is 
to be Allowed to Be Broken Consciously, possible at all since the One is There. This can 
happen suddenly – for example when or after a partner with whom you feel One suddenly 

                                                 
1 In fact, everyone’s Heart is broken already, but the thing is that people don’t allow this ‘terrible’ truth to be 

realized on earth. A Conscious broken Heart starts to Meditate the Pain of this world, which in the beginning 
seems to be personal in nature. This is not what people have in mind to do. 
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leaves you – or gradually or in ‘shocks’, deeper and deeper Feeling and stopping resisting the 
Pain of the (people of the) earth. 
 A Conscious Broken Heart on its turn Incarnates2 you.3 You’re hanging up already for 
ages – even if you seem to be rooted firmly in the earth but in fact are lost in the 
Unconsciousness of the Earth – waiting to be Broken (into Duality). Finally Allow the Truth 
of Love, of being Broken Already, Finally Come Down, Finally Rest in the Pain that is 
always Waiting for you, have Finally Rest. Finally Stop the tiring Fight of trying to be One all 
the time, and Rest in the Truth of (the Existence of the tiring) Duality, Rest on (and as) earth, 
Rest as the Body, as Fight (of the Formless and the Form). Only a Broken Heart Mends your 
Heart. But, of course, in the exceptional case you’d Understand this, the egoic impulse to 
have your Heart Mended Finally and therefore to try to have a broken Heart won’t do, won’t 
Relief you, won’t grant you your Broken Heart. Only Pure Love can Show you the Truth, 
Reality of and Beyond the Broken Heart. If you want anything there is no Love, no Broken 
Heart, just waiting-room. In Truth there is only already being Sacrificed in and as Pure Love. 
 By Allowing Divine Nature, or: Heart to Be Broken (by Itself), you Realize the 
Universe, Broken as it is into Two, the Formless and the Form, Man and Woman. As I said, 
not many to say the least Understand the Value of the Broken Heart. They’re doomed to have 
to try forever to live as One, unbroken, they can never Rest in (the Whole) Reality. As long as 
Duality (or: Woman) is being denied as Part of Nature, the hell is unconsciously being lived 
and renamed heaven. 

                                                 
2 True Incarnation is not about you going in the flesh but about the Heart Itself Becoming ‘Flesh’ as Conscious 

Body. 
3 The time sequence of the Processes that are described in this piece is not fixed. Processes can and do overlap 

instead of one starting only if the previous one would be finished. 


